
IN THE COURT OF ADDITIONAL CHIEF JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE,
TINSUKIA

G. R. Case No. 632 of 2017
                                U/S 325/326 of IPC

                                     State of Assam
                                                            ……………Prosecutor
                                         - Versus-
                                    

                                     Sri Rahul Dutta and Md. Imran Siddique
                                                            …………….Accused

                       Present: Dr. Chetana Khanikar, AJS
                                            
                        For the prosecution: Smt. J. Phukan, A. P. P.

                          For the defence: Sri Naresh Prasad, Advocate

                          

 Evidence recorded on:   03.12.2018, 02.01.2019,

02.02.2019, 27.02.2019,

22.05.2019, 06.08.2019,

15.10.2019, 18.11.2019

    Argument heard on:  19.11.2019    

    Judgment delivered on: 22.11.2019

J U D G M E N T

1. The prosecution case in brief as stated in the FIR is that  on 24.03.2017 at

1:40PM Informant Hirakjyoti Gohain who was an an employee of Mahindra &

Mahindra Financial Service went to the house of the accused Rahul Dutta at

Borhapjan  for  collection  of  premium  against  a  vehicle  loan.  Then  Rahul

offered  a  cheque,  but  the  informant  refused  the  cheque  as  the  earlier

cheque given by Rahul was bounced. Then Rahul argued with the informant

as called his friend Imran to his house. Then Rahul and Imran abused the

informant with slang language, strangled his neck and pushed him to the

wall. Then one of the colleague of the informant came and asked Rahul and

Imran to leave the informant. Thereafter Rahul and Imran took the I Card,

Ashus mobile phone and the bag from the informant and started to beat the

informant  mercilessly.  They  also  invited  nearby  people  to  assault  the

informant  by  saying  “Maar,  Maar”.  The  informant  somehow  escaped



therefrom by leaving his Glamour motorcycle, bag and other things. As a

result of the assault the informant sustained injury and one of his tooth was

broken. The accused had again chased the informant near Kali Mandir and

started assaulting him again with an intention to kill him. The accused had

uttered the words “ Mari Pela Mari Pela”. Suddenly one of the colleagues of

the informant namely Ronald  Boruah and rescued the informant. In the bag

there was a machine,  blank cheques of customer, some official documets

and cash money of Rs.23,000/-.

2.      On the basis of aforesaid FIR, police registered a case as Doomdooma

PS Case  No.  96/2017.  Police  investigated  the  case  and on  completion  of

investigation  submitted charge-sheet  against  the accused Sri  Rahul  Dutta

and Md. Imran Siddique U/S 325,326 of IPC. 

3.    On  appearance  of  the  accused  Sri  Rahul  Dutta  and  Md.  Imran

Siddique in Court, copies of relevant documents were furnished to them as

required U/S 207 of Cr. P. C. Considering the relevant documents and hearing

both the parties sufficient ground is found to presume that the accused had

committed offence u/s 325/ 326 IPC. Accordingly charge framed, read over

and explained to them to which the accused  pleaded not guilty and claimed

to be tried.   

4.        During trial the prosecution has examined 12 (twelve) witnesses and

also adduced 8 (eight) documentary evidence.

5.       At the close of the prosecution evidence, accused are examined U/S.

313 of the Cr.P.C. Defence side has adduced no evidence and plea of the

accused is of total denial. 

6.      After perusing the records, considering the materials produced, hearing

the arguments of the learned counsels for both the sides and the accused the

following points are taken as POINTS FOR DETERMINATION:

    i.  Whether on 24.03.2017 at about 8:30AM accused had voluntarily

caused  grievous  hurt  to  Sri  Hirakjyoti  Gohain  at  the  house  of  Sri  Rahul

Dutta  ?



         ii. Whether the accused had  voluntarily caused grievous hurt  to  Sri

Hirakjyoti Gohain with dangerous weapon at the house of Sri Rahul Dutta on

that day ?

DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF:

Point (i) and (ii):         

7.    For convenience of discussion and to avoid unnecessary repetition, these

two points are taken together for discussion.

8. PW1 deposed that he heard that an altercation took place between the

accused Imran and people from finance company. He knows nothing more

than that.

9.     PW2 deposed that he heard that a quarrel took place at Borhapjan. He

further  deposed that  he  does  not  know between whom the  quarrel  took

place.

10.          PW3 deposed that  he heard a commotion and when he came out

he saw a person went away. Later on he heard that there was an altercation

between the accused and people from finance company. He knows nothing

more than that.

11.         PW4 deposed that at the time of incident he was at Tinsukia. He

heard that there was a quarrel between the accused and people from finance

company. He knows nothing more than that.

12.        PW5 deposed that at the time of incident he was sleeping at his

house. He heard that there was a quarrel between the accused and another

boy. He knows nothing more than that.

13.     PW6 deposed that he does not know anything about the incident.

14.       PW7 deposed that at the relevant time he was standing in the railway

track near Borhapjan Purna Bazar. He heard a commotion and saw that the



informant  was  beaten  by  the  accused  Imran  with  a  helmet.  There  was

profused bleeding in the body of the informant. The informant was running

and the accused Imran had followed him. Finally the informant fell down in

front of  Borhapjan English School.  The accused Imran was assaulting him

then also. The accused Imran had snatched away the bag of the informant.

The informant cryed that there was cheque, cash money in his bag. But after

a  while  the  informant  became  senseless.  Thereafter  one  friend  of  the

informant came and took him away. From the friend of the informant he came

to know that the informant came there in connection to some loan as he was

an employee of a finance company. Police came to the spot and recorded his

statement. Police seized the said bag, cheque leaves in his presence through

Ext.1 seizure list.

15.      In his cross-examination PW7 deposed that he put his signature in the

Ext.1  on  the  following  day  of  the  incident  in  front  of  Borhapjan  English

School.  The informant did not state him anything about the incident. Washim

Akhatar,  Firoz  and 10-12 persons were present  at  the PO.  Accused Rahul

Dutta was not present at the PO. He had not seen if the accused Rahul had

beaten the informant.

16.      PW8 deposed that the incident took place at the relevant time he was

going to his office at Tinsukia from Rupai. The informant called him that he

was in the house of one customer Rahul Dutta at Borhapjan and asked him to

go there. Rahul Dutta was borrower of M/s Mahindra Financial Service Ltd.

and he was defaulter in paying paying the installments. The informant asked

the accused to pay cash amount towards the  repayment of  the loan as

earlier cheque of the accused was bounced. When he reached the house of

the accused he saw an altercation between the accused and the informant.

He intervened the altercation and stopped it. Thereafter the informant and

the  accused  Imran  went  towards  the  road.  After  some  time  he  heard  a

commotion and came out. Then he saw a gathering in the road and saw that

an incident of assault took place there. But he did not see who had assaulted

whom. Later on, he saw that the informant sustained injury and blood oozed

out from his mouth.



    17.     In his cross examination PW8 deposed that he rescued the informant

from public assault, which took place at Borhapjan. After 5-10 minutes of the

incident of public assault he came to the PO in his motorcycle and took the

informant to Tinsukia office situated at Lohia Road, Tinsukia.

   18.    PW-9 deposed that in Ext. 2, the FIR, it is written that on 24.03.2017 at

about  8:15  A.M.,  the  accused  persons   had   assaulted  the  informant

grievously with an intention to kill him.  PW 9 is the informant. He deposed

that  at the relevant time he went to the house of accused Rahul Dutta to

take the installment money from him which was financed by M/s Mahindra

Financial Service Ltd. Then the accused Rahul called Imran. Imran asked him

to show identity proof. When he showed his I-card Imran snatched away his I-

card. Rahul and Imran assaulted him there and his bag was taken away by

Imran.  There  was  a  collection  machine,  cheque,  cash  money  etc.  The

accused  had  taken  away  his  mobile  phone  from  his  pocket.  Informant

somehow escaped from them and came out to the highway. But the accused

had  chased  him  and  assaulted  him  in  the  highway.  Accused  Imran  had

assaulted  him  with  first  blows.  Local  public  also  assaulted  him  with  the

accused.  As a result  informant sustained injury and one of  his teeth was

broken. Blood oozed out from his mouth. One person from the public had

rescued him from the mob. Thereafter he was sitting by the side of the road

in  injured  condition,  when  Ronald  came  and  took  him  to  their  office  at

Tinsukia.  Then  he  went  to  Tinsukia  PS  where  he  was  advised  to  do  the

medical treatment in Tinsukia Civil Hospital. After that he filed the Ext.2 FIR

at Doomdooma PS. He was again medically examined through Doomdooma

PS in Doomdooma FRU.

   19.     In  his cross examination PW9 deposed that on the day of  incident

Ronaldo  Baruah   came in  his  motorcycle  and  took  him to  Tinsukia  from

Borhapjan near Kali Mandir. He does not recollect the exact time. When he

was assaulted by the public there were many witnesses at the PO. He does

not know the name of the person who rescued him from the mob. He denied

the  suggestion  that   he  has  filed  this  case  falsely   against  the  accused

persons. He also denied the suggestion that the accused did not assault him. 



20.     PW-10  deposed that he knows nothing about the incident.

   21.   PW-11 (M.O.) deposed that on 24.03.2017 he examined Sri Hirakjyoti

Gohain. After examination his opinion that  the injury was grievous in nature.

    22.   In his cross examination PW-11 deposed that she has not provided any

treatment to the injured. The injured did not disclose how the injured had

sustained injury. He only physically examined the patient. In Ext.4 he has not

mentioned the age of injury sustained by the patient.

      23.     PW-12 is the I/O. During his examination in chief he stated that he had

visited  the  place  of  occurrence,  drew  the  sketch  map,  recorded  the

statements of witnesses and filed the charge-sheet. However, during cross

examination he deposed that the informant has not mentioned in the FIR that

he visited the Tinsukia PS and he was sent therefrom for medical treatment.

The PO is situated at a distance of 8km from Doomdooma PS. In the course of

investigation. He found that the victim went to Tinsukia after the incident and

came to PS at about 1:40pm with one FIR in his hand. Ext.6 does not disclose

that the vehicle no AS-23R-6971 was financed by  Mahindra Finance.

      24. These are the evidences adduced by the prosecution side. From these

evidences,  it  is  seen  that  PW 1,2,3,4,5  have  deposed  there  was  only  an

altercation and quarrel between the accused and the informant. PW6 and 10

stated that they know nothing about the incident. PW8 have deposed that

there  was  an  altercation  between  the  informant  and  the  accused,  at  the

house of accused Rahul. He intervened and stopped altercation. After some

time he  saw the  informant  in  the  road  in  injured  condition  due  to  public

assault.

     25.    PW7 has deposed that the accused Imran assaulted the informant,

chased the informant and snatched the bag of the informant. According to the

accused Rahul was not present at the PO. He stated that  the incident took

place in front of Borhapjan English School.



      26.     PW9 is the informant. He stated that both the accused had assaulted

him at the house of Rahul. His bag and I card were also snatched away at the

house  of  Rahul.  He  somehow  fled  away,  but  the  accused  followed  him

assaulted him in the highway. Imran along with public assaulted for which he

sustained injury. Thereafter he was rescued by Imran and taken to Tinsukia PS

and therefrom he took treatment at Tinsukia Civil Hospital.

    27.     The M/O as PW11 has stated that she examined the informant at

Doomdooma FRU. She stated that the injured did not disclose the cause of

injury. The age of injury was also not mentioned  in the injury report. But the

prosecution side has not adduced the evidence of the M/O of the Tinsukia PS,

who examined the informant first.  The I/O has also not collected the G.D.

Entry  and SCD from Tinsukia PS, though the matter was first reported at the

Tinsukia PS.

     28.    Thus, it is seen that only the informant as PW9 and the PW7 has stated

against the accused. But there are contradictions in their statements also.

The  incidents  which  were  happened  at  the  house  of  the  accused  Rahul

according to the informant were took  place  in  front  of  Borhapjan  English

School according to PW7. PW8 stated about public assault. All other witnesses

have  stated  that  there  was  only  an  altercation  and  quarrel  between  the

accused and the informant. The place of seizure of the snatched bag was also

the  courtyard  of  Sankar  Chakraborty.  Thus,  in  view  of  such  contradictory

circumstances, suppression of material facts like the medical documents of

the  informant  of  Tinsukia  Civil  Hospital,  related  documents  regarding

reporting at Tinsukia PS, I am of the opinion that the prosecution case is not

proved  beyond  reasonable  doubt  and the  benefit  of  doubt  will  go  to  the

accused. Hence I  hold that it is not proved beyond that on 24.03.2017 at

about 8:30AM accused had voluntarily caused grievous hurt to Sri Hirakjyoti

Gohain at the house of Sri Rahul Dutta  and  the accused had  voluntarily

caused grievous hurt to Sri Hirakjyoti Gohain with dangerous weapon at the

house of Sri Rahul Dutta on that day 

      Hence point no. (i) and (ii) are decided in negative.



29.           From the  above  discussions  I  come to  the  conclusion  that

prosecution has failed to establish the allegations u/s 325/326 IPC or any

minor  offence  to  those  sections  against  the accused.  Hence the accused

Imran Siddique and Rahul Dutta are acquitted from the case. 

30. The  seized  motorcycle  and  the  documents,  laptop  back  pack,

passbook, swipe machine, note book, mobile handset,  chargers, cash money

Rs.5000/-, book and cheques be returned to the real owners in due course of

law.  The  broken helmet,  towel,  caps,  hand gloves  and blank  cheques  be

destroyed in due course of law.  I set the accused Imran Siddique and Rahul

Dutta in liberty forthwith.

31.                     Bail bonds are extended for next six months. 

            

       Given under my hand and the seal of this Court on this 22nd  day

of November, 2019.

        ( C. Khanikar)

                                              Additional Chief Judicial Magistrate, 

           Tinsukia



A P P E N D I X

Witnesses for the prosecution: 

P.W. 1: Md. Wasim Akhtar

P.W. 2: Md. Firoz Ahmed

P.W. 3: Sri Jayanta Kr. Deb

P.W. 4: Sri Subhasish Bhattacharjee

P.W. 5: Sri Arup Jyoti Borthakur

P.W. 6: Smti. Sulasana Devi

P.W. 7: Md. Imran Khan

P.W. 8: Sri Ronald Baruah

P.W. 9: Sri Hirak Jyoti Gohain, informant

P.W. 10: Md. Papu Ansari

P.W. 11: Smti.  Ashma Z.H. Ghaznavi, M/O

P.W. 12: Sri Atul Hazarika, I/O

Witness for the defence:

Nil 

Exhibit:

1. SEIZURE LIST                           …….. Ext. 1

2. FIR                             …….. Ext. 2

3. SEIZURE LIST                         …….. Ext. 3

4. MEDICO LEGAL REPORT                             …….. Ext. 4

5. SKETCH MAP OF PO                         …….. Ext. 5

6. SEIZURE LIST                         …….. Ext. 6

7. CHARGE-SHEET …..... Ext.7

8. Certified copy of Bail Application

(Anticipatory Bail)Case No. 107/17 ….... Ext.A

                                                                          (C. Khanikar)

                                              Additional Chief Judicial Magistrate, 

   Tinsukia


